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“Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.”

- Teddy Roosevelt

Picture this: you have a spouse, a couple of lovable kids, career goals that demand your constant attention, and social obligations to boot.

Odds are this was a pretty easy exercise. You probably only had to look over at the picture frames propped up on your desk or the background of your computer and phone to visualize your family, and the pop-up reminders on both keep you amply aware of your social and career obligations.

Now picture this: within all of your other responsibilities, you’ve also gotta shed that 10-20 extra pounds you’ve got still hanging on from the holidays (and maybe not last year’s holidays either), get your stamina back up so you don’t have to wheeze and catch your breath at the top of the steps anymore, and more importantly, you’ve gotta be able to keep up with your kids and not be that dad or mom who has to “sit out” while their kids go play. So what do you do?

If you’re like many, you tear out that latest program for “sculpted arms and a ripped six pack in just 6 weeks!” from a bodybuilding magazine, hop in your car, drive half an hour to your gym, warm up, hope that the equipment you need is available, wait patiently when it’s not, do a set, wait some more, look at your clock and say to yourself “Oh crap, I’ve gotta pick up the kids/start dinner/finish that project, etc, so you do a few bicep curls, maybe a few pushups, hop on the treadmill for a bit, and drive half an hour back home to attend to a litany of other more pressing items that call for your attention seemingly around the clock. Repeat ad infinitum.

Or more likely, repeat for a short period of time, see a little bit of positive progress, then be forced to cut out your weekly gym time when life does what it does best and throws a nice fat wrench in your plans, causing you to take weeks or months off and forcing you to start back over from scratch next time you manage to make your way into the gym only to start the process all over. It’s a tale as old as time – so old, in fact, that the ancient Greeks even have a legend about a poor sucker – Sisyphus – who was forced to do this with his fitness for all eternity: push a boulder up a mountain all day, only to watch it roll down to the bottom again every night.
Sisyphus and his cursed boulder. On the plus side, he was pretty jacked, so he was clearly doing something right.

There are few things more frustrating than watching your hard work tumble down that mountain of progress you’ve made – no matter its size. And the more often you have to go back to base camp to start your ascent back toward the peak, the more hopeless the whole endeavor will seem and the easier it is to give up all together.

I’m here to tell you that it doesn’t have to be that way.

There is a much simpler, more effective, and more efficient path up to the peak of that same mountain, and it doesn’t involve endless hours of daily training, dozens of exercises for every body part, suspicious supplements, or even a long trek to an out-of-the-way fitness facility. What’s more, it’s light years better than any gym-bound machine that locks you in place and forces you to move in an artificial pattern in an artificial environment. That way is by learning – and perfecting – the fundamentals of the most important of movements your body can do: move itself through free space, and move an object through free space.

Over the course of the last half decade that I’ve been training people, the majority of the work I’ve done has been with busy professionals of all stripes: doctors, lawyers, nurses, psychologists, physical therapists, corporate executives, small business owners, and even a member of parliament in the country I live in. Almost without exception, there are a few common needs that each has in order to attain the level of fitness they’re after. They are:
The Inner Workings Of An Effective Workout

1) Time efficiency
   - When your to-do list gets longer, your responsibilities get heavier, and your available free time gets slimmer, no one has time to spend an hour commuting to and from the gym and an hour working out. The ability to get as much done in as short a time as possible is crucial for keeping your fitness moving forward even as your time to work on it narrows.

2) Energy inefficiency
   - While the idea is never to drain your energy for the hell of it (you’re gonna need it!) you need to do things that are going to work your body hard for a short period of time and allow you to burn as many calories as possible in as short a time as possible. An example of energy inefficiency would be sprinting from one end of a hallway to the other, versus walking from one end of the hallway to another. Sprinting is more energy inefficient since it requires much, much more energy to cover the distance in a shorter period of time (this also makes it more time efficient – see number 1 above) while walking is more energy efficient since it barely takes any energy to walk from one end of the hallway to the other, but it also takes a lot more time.

3) Strength movements that recruit as much muscle as possible
   - Our bodies move in patterns, not in “muscles”. The example above – walking/sprinting – is an example of the gait pattern. Your entire body gets involved: from your feet, legs, butt, core, and the swing of your arms, everything moves all at once. In strength training, there are a great many movements that require that you work multiple muscle groups all at once (known as compound movements). There are also isolation movements, which seek to work specific muscle groups much harder (such as a bicep curl or a tricep extension). As great as these movements are, you can strengthen these muscles in movements that will also work your back, your core, your chest, your grip, your arms, your butt, your legs, your heart, and your lungs all at the same time, so why bother wasting precious time on targeting these and letting the rest of your body kick back and relax when time is of the essence?

4) Simplicity
   - The fewer moving parts something has, the more useful and usable it is. For our purposes, a “moving part” doesn’t have to be something with physical properties, but can be the details of a workout as well. A workout with 2 or 3 exercises with one weight is far easier to follow and complete than one with 15 exercises and 30 different weights between sets.

5) Clarity
   - A start time, an end time, a specific set and rep scheme, and an eye on long-term goals go a long way in helping you stay the course and move forward.

6) Safety
   - Nobody wants to get hurt doing something their body is not ready for. Be smart.

7) Focus
   - Know what you are doing and why, and don’t get distracted by adding to or subtracting from your workout unnecessarily.
With all of the above in mind, this distills all of the variables down into the choicest few exercises and only the most effective and readily available tools: a kettlebell and your bodyweight.

If there’s one thing I love about kettlebell and bodyweight training – apart from their ability to chisel your physique, blast body fat, and make you real-world strong faster and simpler than any other tools on the planet – it’s their user-friendly and convenient nature.

In terms of pure convenience, these two can’t be beat. A kettlebell is quite literally a gym in one hand that allows you to do with one weight that would normally take an entire gym stocked to the rafters with expensive machinery, rack after rack of free weights, and half an acre of space to fit it all into. And bodyweight – well, this is a no-brainer. Where have you ever gone without bringing your body with you? I rest my case. It’s the most convenient piece of exercise “equipment” around, and it won’t cost you a dang thing to use it.

Welcome to the best gym in town! No lines, no crowds, and best of all, no thin coat of other people’s sweat on everything!

Both of these tools are incredibly versatile and lend themselves to hundreds – maybe thousands – of exercises and exercise variations. But despite this impressive selection, there are just two exercises in each category that can’t be beat for working as much muscle as possible in as little time as possible. They are:

The Turkish Get Up (left) and the swing (right)
Pullups and crawling. I probably don’t need to tell you which is which.

A list of exercises as lean as they body they will build. Everything you truly need for a fast, efficient, no BS workout that honors the 7 principles laid out earlier, and nothing you don’t. It was not easy to leave out some of my favorites in each category (sorry pistol squats and kettlebell snatches!), but it was for the greater good. The focus here is to distill down these two training tools into their most essential of parts, and anything extra simply has no place here. At least not now. Later, when you have more free time to train, you can start working on other movements as well. The good news is that if you’ve worked the above four movements hard enough, everything else will become much, much easier. To quote George and Ira Gershwin, “Who could ask for anything more?”

As discussed previously the need to hit as many muscle groups as possible with big strength patterns in a time efficient and energy inefficient way is crucial for success. These exercises do exactly that, and then some. Together these moves will hit darn near every muscle in your body. Combined, Turkish Get Ups (a slow and steady grind) and swings (a fast, ballistic pull) will build your:

* butt
* core
* legs
* grip
* arms
* shoulders
* upper and lower back

While improving your:

* flexibility
* stability
* posture
* coordination
* stamina

(And bonus: they will burn a barrel full of fat)

On the bodyweight side of things, pullups and crawling together will chisel your:

* core
* upper back
* chest
* legs
* grip
* arms
* shoulders

And will likewise go a long way in developing your:

* flexibility
* stability
* posture
* coordination
* stamina

(2nd bonus: yes, these too will incinerate buckets of body fat)

With the combined benefits of these four exercises, no muscle group will be left untouched, meaning you can get in, out, and back to your daily life as soon as possible, only with much better energy and strength to tackle and submit everything the day throws at you.

For those of you who are already familiar with the kettlebell and bodyweight movements listed above, by all means, skip to the end for the programming details and get to work! If you’re new to kettlebells and it’s maybe been a few years since you’ve gripped up with a pullup bar and maybe even a few more years since you’ve crawled, I *highly* recommend you hire a StrongFirst-certified instructor to teach you the ins and outs of kettlebell and pullup technique, and an Original Strength-certified instructor to keep an eye on your crawling. Until that point, we’re going to take an in-depth look at the simple – but crucial – technique required for all of these movements.

**The Swing**

The swing is the king of all kettlebell movements. It is also the one movement that expert instructor Mark Reifkind has referred to as “The Center Of The Kettlebell Universe”. When it comes to maximum power, speed, strength, and stamina, nothing else even comes close. The swing truly is king.

But as Chief StrongFirst kettlebell instructor Brett Jones has aptly put it, “There is a difference between swinging a kettlebell and performing a kettlebell swing.” The technique is mercifully simple (ultimately, it’s just like a jumping motion: hips back, back flat, eyes forward, and “jump”!) but it also requires a few details to make sure you’re getting the absolute most out of it without putting your body at risk.
To quote one of my favorite childhood cartoon characters, Foghorn Leghorn, “you’ve gotta walk before you can run!” And likewise with the kettlebell swing: you’ve gotta stand up before you can “jump”.

To perform a swing properly, you’re first going to learn to deadlift (meaning pick the weight up off the ground). And to do that properly, you’re gonna first need to know how to move your hips.

**Step 1: The hip hinge.** This is the essence of the deadlift and the swing. The ability to move through your hips by pushing them backward and giving a powerful stretch to the biggest and strongest muscles in your body – your glutes – will teach you how to not only carve a strong and athletic rear end, but will also help you do day-to-day tasks better, as strong glutes equal a strong person. Once again, this is basically the same technique as a broad jump, so if you’ve done that a time or two in your life, you are already ahead of schedule.

![A good hip hinge: butt back, back flat, eyes forward, feet flat on the ground, abs braced, as if for a punch](image1)

![The Quasimodo deadlift: terrible for your back health, but great for back surgeons everywhere looking to upgrade their Mercedes to this year’s model. In short, don’t do it.](image2)
Step 2: The plank. This seems like an odd step for a movement that doesn’t require you to get on the ground, but it’s for a purpose. Done properly, the plank will teach you how to recruit all of your muscles at once to generate more strength, power, and perform all of the movements in this report safely and effectively (with the exception of the crawling, which requires you to be as relaxed as possible). You will replicate the feeling you get in the plank (particularly the tightly tensed abs and glutes) at the top of each deadlift and swing.

The plank: abs tight, glutes squeezed, whole body tensed. Imagine trying to pull your elbows to your toes and your toes to your elbows without piking at the hips.
Step 3: The deadlift. With a kettlebell between your feet and applying that tensed feeling you got in the plank, you will press your hips back in exactly the same fashion as you did in step 1, making sure you’re keeping your abs tight and your back flat along the way. Once you have the kettlebell in your grasp, stand up quickly without losing your tension. Be sure to stand ramrod straight without leaning back. Another plank variation – the wall plank – is very effective at instilling this feeling in your body. Stand with your body touching a wall from the heels to your head, and try to use your strength to make an imprint of yourself against the wall. Then go try your deadlifts and notice the difference.

Step 4: The hike. When you can deadlift with great ease (10 sets of 10 reps), you can start moving on to the hike. The hike is exactly what it sounds like: you start off with the kettlebell a little bit in front of you, and you hike it between your legs like a football (for those of you not familiar with American football, shame on you!). You will remain in the hinged position, and only your arms will do the work. You will feel your back working hard as your back muscles – particularly your lats, or “armpit muscles” – help your arms launch the weight as if you are trying to throw it behind you. When it reaches its zenith, let it fall back and land in the exact same position as where you started.
Step 5: The swing. After you’ve practiced your deadlifts and your hikes and can do either for 10 sets of 10 reps, it’s time to put the two movements together! Get into the hike position, toss the kettlebell between your legs, and the moment it reaches its zenith, stand up tall and let the kettlebell float! Let it fall back on its own, and the moment it reaches your zipper area, powerfully push your hips back and stand back up. Repeat for as many quality reps as you can. (Note: this movement is done entirely with the hips; the hands and arms do not consciously lift the bell, they are only there to put the bell through the path that your hips power has made. If you have a hard time doing this, grab a rope or a towel, feed it through the handle, grip the rope/towel close to where the handle is, and swing that way. This will help you learn how to disengage your arms from your swing.)

The Turkish Get Up

Named for the Turkish wrestlers who (allegedly) invented the exercise 200+ years ago to help with their grappling skills, Turkish Get Ups were a movement as common in ages past amongst performing strongmen who wowed crowds with their incredible strength as the bench press is in the modern era. It has come back into regular practice in the past decade and has become something of a rite of passage among kettlebell trainers and trainees alike looking to build their upper body strength to legendary old-school levels. Because it smoothly and efficiently links together multiple important body movements, it is as appropriate for the super athletic as it is for the raw beginner. After all, what could be more important than the ability to get up off the ground?

Here are the ins and outs of the Turkish Get Up, taught from the top down (In your practice you will begin on your back, but to feel your way around the movement the first time you do it so that you can learn it more quickly, you will start with a position you are much more familiar with: standing up).
Step 1: **Put one hand over your head and balance a shoe on your fist.** This serves two purposes: 1) to get you accustomed to controlling your movements by having to balance something that will fall if you move sloppily, and 2) it will show you are ready for the full movement. Quite often, people need to take some time to build up their shoulder mobility in order to do this portion of the movement, so if you can’t put your hand over your head, elbow locked, shoulder packed (i.e. shoulder sucked into its socket), bicep near your ear **without** leaning back or to the side, you will simply wait to practice this portion movement with weight until you can do that.

![Step 1 Image](image)

Step 2: **Take a step back with the leg opposite the hand in the air.**

![Step 2 Image](image)
Step 3: Kneel down on that back leg.

Step 4: Turn the kneeling leg inward.

Step 5: Push your hips toward your turned-in heel and reach for the ground.
Step 6: With your weight evenly between your hand and your foot, lift your hip slightly and “kick through” until you’re sitting on your butt.

Step 7: Lower yourself to your elbow.

Step 8: Lower yourself backward until you’re on your back.

Step 9: Put all of these movements in reverse order. Roll onto your elbow, press up onto your hand, lift your hip and bring your knee in line with your hand, get into the kneeling position, and stand back up.

Notice how in each movement I am keeping my chest wide and my shoulders down away from my ears. No matter what position I am in, my shoulder never raises – it always stays down in a packed, safe
position. This is important, as you will need to do this with every movement you practice in this workout.

In StrongFirst, we recommend that if you are brand new to this exercise your practice a total of 50 solid reps with a shoe before you try to add on weight. It might sound tedious, but it is for two reasons: 1) it will allow you to build some skill in the movement before you try to navigate your way from the floor to standing while balancing a weight, and 2) if this is your first time learning the Turkish Get Up, you will get a plenty good workout in just practicing getting up and down off the ground with a shoe. Trust me.

Once you are ready to add weight, you will choose one that is challenging but doable. For the average man, I’d recommend between 12 kg and 16 kg (26 to 35 lbs). For the average lady, the recommendation is between 8 kg and 12 kg (16 lbs to 26 lbs). As always, use your best judgement. You will get the weight into position by rolling over into the fetal position, rolling onto your back, and using both hands to press it to the lockout.

When you start practicing with your kettlebell, your technique should look identical to the technique you drilled with the shoe. The better honed your technique is, the easier the path is toward Turkish Get Up glory, which – naturally – means doing it as heavy as your preparation will allow. Here’s a video of me performing a Turkish Get Up with a 48 kg (106 lb) kettlebell. Easy! https://youtu.be/kpVzpS4ce7g

The meaning of life: putting heavy things over your head!
The Pullup

It’s been said that what biceps are to bodybuilders, backs are to weightlifters. And fortunately for you, if you work your pullups hard, you’ll have both a strong, shapely, chiseled back AND some impressive looking biceps to show for your efforts! No matter who you are or where you are in your training or fitness goals, pullups are a worthy goal for anyone, and they will work wonders at building usable, real-world strength in your grip, forearms, biceps, back, and even your abs. Perhaps best of all, pullups are incredibly simple, though a few technique clarifications will come in handy to make sure that you’re recruiting as much muscle as possible and getting as much work done as possible.

**Step 1: The hollow position.** The hollow position is the posture that gymnasts derive all of their strength from. It powerfully recruits every muscle from your head to your toes – abs, glutes, back, chest, legs, and anything else you could possibly hope for – and will turn your pullup strength from weak-ish to freakish!

![Hollow Position](image1.png)

**Step 2: The active hang.** The active hang is just what it sounds like: hanging from a pullup bar (in the hollow position, of course) with “active” shoulders – meaning shoulders pulled into their sockets like in the Turkish Get Up. Unlike with the hollow position on the ground that lets you cave your chest in a bit, make sure that when you’re practicing your active hangs you keep your chest big and keep your shoulder blades pulled down and back. This is crucial for shoulder health when you start practicing pullups.

![Active Hang](image2.png)
Step 3: The flexed-arm hang. The flexed-arm hang is exactly like how it sounds: your arms are flexed (i.e. you’re in the top position of the pullup) and you are hanging out there. This will build some tremendous strength, but you may need to jump up there or step off of an elevation to get into position.

Step 4: The negative (lowering portion of the pullup). From the flexed arm hang, lower yourself slowly and under control until you reach the active hang position.

Step 5: The pullup. Grip up with the bar, get your body tight, and pull your way into the flexed-arm hang position. Lower yourself slowly and under control, and repeat!
**Crawling**

Crawling is far and away the most overlooked, underrated, and underused bodyweight movement for building strength in every nook and cranny of your body, restoring and re-strengthening your most basic of movement patterns, and incinerating body fat while simultaneously filling you out with real, usable muscle. Crawling serves as the basis for your gait pattern (walking) and is simultaneously so gentle and so powerful that anybody from athlete to desk jockey can – and will – get light years ahead in their strength and conditioning simply by adding it to their regular practice. If all you have is a few minutes and a little bit of floor space, you can still get in a dynamite workout with crawling alone.

Crawling is easily the simplest of all the techniques discussed previously because it is without a doubt the only one you’ve already done at some point in your life! There are only a few considerations to make sure you’re doing it right.

**Step 1: Contra-lateral limb movement.** In other words, move with the opposite sides of your body. This is exactly the same way that you walk: left foot forward, right arm forward/right foot forward, left arm forward. The easiest way to do this is simply by tapping your opposite knee with your opposite hand and then placing those limbs down one step ahead. Repeat on the other side.

**Step 2: Keep your head up.** Good life advice in general, I’d say, but especially helpful in crawling since keeping your head up will activate the postural muscles of your back and strengthen them so that you will be able to walk around like an exclamation point instead of a question mark.

**Step 3: Knees off the ground.** The real magic of crawling as strength training comes when you are able to crawl with your knees off the ground for an extended period of time (when the time comes – take your time getting there). It’s important that you keep your hips below your shoulders (easily accomplished by keeping your knees hovering just an inch or so above the ground) so that your abs get worked just as hard as everything else. For a real challenge, work up to doing these for 10 minutes without putting your knees down. You will have positively unreal strength and stamina by this point.
The Challenge

Now that we’ve got all of the technical stuff covered, let’s get to the fun part: the challenge!

Unlike most workout challenges, this one is not designed to deplete you, crush you, knock you flat on your you-know-what and leave you wondering “what the heck just happened?” On the contrary, this challenge is designed to build you up, make you leaner, make you stronger, and make movement and fitness a part of your day-to-day life. As such, this challenge is about getting in the daily habit of training, and employing those previously discussed building blocks of an effective workout: namely consistency, efficiency, focus, and simplicity.

The template of each workout will look like this:

**Total workout time**: 20 minutes – 10 minutes for the first exercise, 10 minutes for the second exercise.  
**Kettlebell size**: 8-12 kg (18-26 lbs) for beginner women and 12-16 kg (26-35 lbs) for beginner men. If you’re experienced in these movements, choose whichever weight you’d like, but use your head. Pick something you can do with perfect form.  
**Rest periods**: rest as little as possible but as much as necessary to preserve good form.

Simple. Focused. You will be on an alternating routine that will emphasize bodyweight training more one week and kettlebell training more the next week.

**Week 1**  
*Monday*: Pullups + Crawling  
*Tuesday*: Turkish Get Ups + Swings  
*Wednesday*: Pullups + Crawling  
*Thursday*: Turkish Get Ups + Swings  
*Friday*: Pullups + Crawling

**Week 2**  
*Monday*: Turkish Get Ups + Swings  
*Tuesday*: Pullups + Crawling  
*Wednesday*: Turkish Get Ups + Swings  
*Thursday*: Pullups + Crawling  
*Friday*: Turkish Get Ups + Swings

On week 3, you will repeat week 1, on week 4, you will repeat week 2, etc. Continue until you’ve hit week 8. And from there, you can either decide to repeat for as many more weeks as you’d like, or move on to a different program.

“**Wait, that’s it? There are no more details to the program?!!**”

Just following the rules of “rest as little as possible but as much as necessary” along with “maintain good form throughout” will take you remarkably far if you get out of your own head and stick to focusing on just showing up, working hard, and leaving when the work is done.
However, I understand that the tyranny of choice and decision fatigue are real things, and as a busy professional the fewer decisions you have to make means the more likely you are to succeed. So I’ll lay down a few guidelines for you to help you keep your progress moving forward with as little guesswork as possible.

**How To Personalize Your Challenge**

To get the most out of this challenge, you need to first find out where you are in each of the movements so that you can move boldly forward to greater leanness, strength, and resilience. The way that we’ll do this is by finding your **technical rep max (TRM)**.

The TRM is the number of reps you can do *flawlessly*. That means no excessive struggle, no slowing down of the movement, and no “ugly face” when the going gets tough. This runs counter to conventional wisdom that you’ve gotta “dig deep down, give it 110%, and squeeze out one more rep, bro! It’s all you!” There’s a time and place for that, but it’s not every single workout. This challenge is a test of your commitment, consistency, and tenacity to get in a workout every single business day. When you complete the challenge, testing yourself and seeing how much you can do when you pull out all the stops will be much more valuable than trying to test yourself every day.

Think of it this way: if you had to take a test every time you went to class, how much would you learn? Nothing, of course. You go to class to learn, and every once in a while – maybe 1-2 months – there’s a test to see what you’ve learned. Training is exactly the same way. We are in pursuit of body knowledge, and that pursuit takes time and consistent effort. *Test yourself all the time and you’ll find that you’ve learned nothing.*

So before you begin the challenge, perform the four moves – the swing, the Turkish Get Up, the pullup, and the crawl – and see how you do.

- For the swing and pullup, find your TRM as described above.
- For the Turkish Get Up and crawling, see how long you can perform them with good form (switch arms on each rep in the Get Up)

Write these numbers down and compare them to your results on week 9, your testing week.

**A sample program, and how to progress**

Let’s say these were your numbers:

- **Swings:** 20
- **Pullups:** 6
- **Get Up:** 1/1 x 3
- **Crawling:** 1 minute (knees off the ground)
A good rule of thumb is to do around **25-30% of your best effort** in a set. This is for two reasons:

1) It will allow you to keep the quality of your work high. High quality = greater skill = better work capacity = more work you can do = more results. It’s as simple as that. The idea is to do more work, not get more fatigued. Remember that.

2) You will have to work out the next day, so giving it everything you’ve got will make working out tomorrow much, much harder. Remember: we’re chasing strength and fitness, NOT fatigue!

3) **Bonus reason** (I’m feeling generous today): It will allow you to nudge your body into doing more work over time, rather than trying to force it. This will reinforce consistency and turn regular short bursts of exercise into a daily habit.

So your first two weeks might look like this:

**Week 1**

*Monday:*
- Pullups (8 sets of 2, 2 sets of 1)
- Crawling (8 sets of 20 seconds, 2 sets of 10 seconds)

*Tuesday:*
- Turkish Get Ups (1/1, rest one minute x 3)
- Swings (7 sets of 8, 3 sets of 5)

*Wednesday:*
- Pullups (9 sets of 2, 1 set of 1)
- Crawling (9 sets of 20 seconds, 1 set of 10 seconds)

*Thursday:*
- Turkish Get Ups (1/1, rest 45 sec x 4)
- Swings (9 sets of 8, 1 set of 5)

*Friday:*
- Pullups (10 sets of 2)
- Crawling (10 sets of 20 seconds)

**Week 2**

*Monday:*
- Turkish Get Ups (1/1, rest 45 sec x 4)
- Swings (10 sets of 8)

*Tuesday:*
- Pullups (10 sets of 2)
- Crawling (10 sets of 20 seconds)

*Wednesday:*
- Turkish Get Ups (1/1, rest 45 sec x 4)
- Swings (5 sets of 9, 5 sets of 8)
**Thursday:**
- Pullups (3 sets of 3, 7 sets of 2)
- Crawling (5 sets of 30 seconds, 5 sets of 20 seconds)

**Friday:**
- Turkish Get Ups (1/1 x 5, resting s needed)
- Swings (7 sets of 9, 3 sets of 8)

**Benchmarks to aim for**

All progress is good progress. If you can double or triple the amount of work you can do in a given session in the course of 8 weeks, you are making fantastic strides. If you’re looking for a worthy goal to shoot for, here are a few that will keep you busy for quite some time and will put your fat loss, your strength, and your real-world fitness a cut or two above even the most avid gym rat.

**Point of arrival for pullups:** 5 pullups per minute for 10 minutes
**Point of arrival for swings:** 20 swings per minute for 10 minutes

As a rule of thumb for Turkish Get Ups and crawling, seek to be able to do them non-stop in the time given – slow and steady, no racing, just chugging along with laser-like focus.

**Point of arrival for Turkish Get Ups:** 10 total in 10 minutes
**Point of arrival for crawling:** 10 minutes non-stop with the knees off the ground.

There you have it. An 8-week, No BS kettlebell and bodyweight challenge that will catapult your fitness leaps and bounds ahead of your peers, stack on piles of functional muscle, melt buckets of body fat, and will leave you with more energy than it takes from you – all in less time per day than it took you to read this report!

**Q&A**

**Q:** What if my shoulder mobility won’t let me do a full get up?
**A:** This is pretty common for many beginners, so work on the first few stages of the get up instead (i.e. going from your back to step 5), and once you’ve remedied your shoulder mobility issues, you can do the full reps.

**Q:** What if I can’t do even one full pullup?
**A:** Get stronger! Joking aside, you can replace the pullup with the bodyweight row via parallel bars, gymnastics rings, or a TRX unit, which will allow you to build the strength needed later on down the line when you’re ready to start working on pullups.

If you don’t have a TRX unit, gymnastics rings, or parallel bars that will let you do rows, you can always do them with a kettlebell or some other weight and simply do one-arm rows instead.
Sara Rivka Yekutiel, 5th degree black belt in karate, demonstrates bodyweight rows. She learned to do full pullups for reps at the tender age of 57, so don’t be so sure you can’t do the same.

Q: Can I replace the kettlebell with a---?
A: Let me stop you right there. No. While you can certainly do Turkish Get Ups with, say, a dumbbell with no problem, swings will prove to be an issue, since dumbbells encourage an awkward front shoulder raise sort of movement when you try to swing them. Just bite the bullet and get a kettlebell. Trust me, learning to use a kettlebell properly will change your life.

Q: Can I do other exercises on this challenge too?
A: I would never say no to letting you do some extra credit! Feel free, just make sure you have enough energy to do the challenge and remember – you have to train tomorrow too, so choose your “extra credit” wisely on focus on building yourself up instead of burning yourself out.

Q: Do you have any diet recommendations?
A: If your goal is to get leaner, here are a few guidelines to go by:

1) .75 grams of protein per pound of bodyweight. This comes from fat loss expert Josh Hillis’s playbook, so you know it’s good. And when I say protein I don’t mean protein bars, either. I mean beef, eggs, chicken, fish, and so on. Here is some quick info on how many grams of protein there are in 100 grams of each:
   - Beef: 26 g
   - Chicken: 27 g
   - Eggs: 13 g
   - Salmon: 22 g
2) Eat healthy fat (avocados, olive oil, nuts, etc.)
3) Vegetables and fruits in every color of the rainbow with every meal
4) Plenty of water
5) Take it easy on starches and sugar
6) Stop eating when you’re 80% full

This is important, so I’m going to underline it: If there is one extra thing you can do maximize your results on this or any program, it’s improving your diet with these guidelines. There are individual
details that you’ll need to figure out along the way, and trial and error as well as hiring a nutrition coach will take you a long way. Improving your eating habits is key to building muscle and burning fat, and I cannot emphasize that enough! Notice I did not include the names of any supplements, vitamins, or any other products. The reason is simple: you don’t need them. With enough patience, focus, and discipline, some good ol’ fashioned diet and exercise will help you develop the body that will turn heads at the beach, dominate in a game of backyard football, or simply keep up with your kids.

Got any questions, comments, or suggestions? Feel free to drop me an email at aleks@alekssalkin.com or comment on my Facebook page: Aleks “The Hebrew Hammer” Salkin. I’d love to hear how you do.

Happy training!

Aleks Salkin is a level 2 StrongFirst-certified kettlebell instructor (SFG II) and an Original Strength Instructor. He grew up scrawny, unathletic, weak, and goofy until he was exposed to kettlebells and the teachings and methodology of Pavel in his early 20s. He is currently based out of Jerusalem, Israel and spends his time teaching clients both in person and online as well as spreading the word of kettlebell and calisthenics training. He regularly writes about strength and health both on his website and as a guest author on other websites. In his spare time he loves practicing Hebrew and Italian, drinking coffee strong enough to strip paint from walls, having a juicy steak with some red wine, and plotting his next trip to the farthest reaches of the globe. Find him online at http://www.alekssalkin.com and on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/alekssalkintraining